Abstract. Aiming at the JSTC's shortcomings, we present an improved JPEG Steganographic method using Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale in this paper. Firstly, the proposed method excludes the DC coefficients from usable coefficients for information embedding; secondly, when using Syndrome-Trellis Codes to modulate the message bits, it assigns each individual cover element with a special changing cost value provided by our predefined embedding impact model (i.e. wetness-scale), and endeavors to constrain the embedding changes to the low-frequency and middle-frequency DCT coefficients and minimize the embedding impact. The experimental results show that in comparison with JSTC and Jsteg , F5, MB, the proposed method has stronger ability of anti-steganalysis, and especially when at the embedding rate 0.1, its highest detection accuracy by one of the current best bind steganalysis methods only achieves at 0.5435.
Introduction
Steganography, as an important branch of information hiding techniques, is mainly applied to covert communication. For reducing transmission bandwidth and storing space, the JPEG image is very popular on the Internet. Therefore a lot of researcher have paid attention to investigate the steganography in the JPEG format images over the past decade, and a number of steganographic methods for JPEG images have been proposed, such as Jsteg [1, 2] , Outguess [3] , F5 [4] , MB [5] and so on. However, with the development of the steganalysis technology, especially the blind steganalysis techniques, all these typical steganographic methods can be detected with rather high detection accuracy even in the low embedding rate [6, 7] .
Minimizing the embedding impact on cover media and improving the embedding efficiency is an important way for enhancing the security of steganographic methods [6, 8] . Syndrome coding can evidently improve the embedding efficiency, reduce the number of necessary change and decrease the embedding impact. In the JSTC method, the Syndrome-Trellis Codes are used to decrease the number of embedding changes and improve embedding efficiency [8, 9] .
Based on the analysis of JSTC, we propose a JPEG steganographic method using Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale in this paper. The proposed method further improves and revises the JSTC's embedding strategy. Experimental results show that the proposed method is more secure than the JSTC method and Jsteg , F5 , MB.
Syndrome-Trellis Codes With wetness-Scale
The idea of Syndrome-Trellis Codes (STC) is to assign each cover element with an embedding distortion and then embed a given payload with as small distortion as possible [8] . It defines the total impact of embedding as follows:
is a cost of changing ith element, i x and i y represent the ith element in the vectors x and y respectively.
In the definition of embedding impact, when
represents the number of changing elements. In practice, some cover elements may be assigned +∞ = i µ (the so-called wet elements) to force the embedding algorithm to keep such elements unmodified, which can be accomplished by wet paper codes [8] . Inspired by wet paper codes, we think of the Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale. Similar to wet paper codes, in order to keep some special elements unchanged after information embedding, we assume these elements as wet elements, but they are not assigned the distortion +∞ = i µ . We just assign them with larger distortion (we also call it wetness) than normal elements. So these elements might be changed, but should be avoid changing as far as possible.
Next, we demonstrate the principle of the Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale on a simple example. Assume that the parity-check matrix for STC H is [ ]
.Then we use the STC to encode the message m , and obtain the output
.In contrast with the cover vector x , we find that, the first element and the seventh element have been flipped. Now we consider the first and seventh elements as wet elements, and assign the first element with the wetness 2 1 = µ and the seventh element with the wetness 3 7 = µ ， so the corresponding distortion vector changes to be [ ]
.Then we use the STC to encode the same message m again. The output turns to be [ ]
. In contrast with the cover vector x , we find that, this time, the third and the fifth elements have been flipped, but the first and the seventh elements keep unmodified.
From the above example, we can see that by assigning some special elements larger distortion than normal elements, the Syndrome-Trellis Codes with wetness-scale can avoid them changing effectively.
The improved steganographic method based on Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale

The JSTC method
The procedure of information embedding for JSTC [9] is as follows: firstly, choose the DCT coefficients with the absolute value larger than 1 2 − k , including the DC coefficients; secondly, extract the low k bits of each coefficient that have been chosen previous, and then link those bits as a binary sequence; thirdly, randomize the binary sequence, and modulate the secret message bits into the randomized binary sequence using the Syndrome-Trellis Codes.
JSTC assumes that all cover elements have the same contribution to the statistical impact of embedding, so it assigns each cover element with the same distortion 1 = i µ .After information embedding, besides the low-frequency DCT coefficients, both the middle and high-frequency coefficients would be caused to change. As we know, changes to low-frequency coefficients are multiplied by smaller quantization steps than high-frequency coefficients. Thus, when it comes to distortion in the spatial domain, changes to middle and high-frequency coefficients would incur larger distortion [10] .
Meanwhile, JSTC takes the DC coefficients as usable coefficients for information embedding. However, changes of DC coefficients would directly influence the stego image quality, increase the blockness, and make the steganographic method easier to be detected by steganalysis.
3.2 The proposed method In view of the JSTC's shortcomings, we incorporate the Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale and propose an improved steganographic method in this paper. The proposed method revises the JSTC's embedding strategy in the following ways:
Firstly, still embed information into the DCT coefficients with the absolute value larger than 1 2 − k , but from them we exclude the DC coefficients;
Secondly, while extracting the k low bits of each coefficient, we assign each bit with a changing cost (distortion) according to our predefined embedding impact model. The model is defined as follows: when the DCT coefficients which the k bits come from are located in the low-frequency band, the k bits are assigned the same distortion 1 = i µ ; When the DCT coefficients are located in the middle-frequency or high-frequency band, the k bits are considered as wet elements, and they are assigned higher distortion than that extracted from low-frequency DCT coefficients. When the DCT coefficient is located the middle-frequency band, the k bits are assigned the same distortion 2 = i µ ; when located the middle-frequency band, the k bits are assigned the same distortion
Here the division of frequency band is according to the JPEG compression standard. The DCT coefficients in the 8 8 × blocks are first ranked in the Zigzag scan order, as is shown in Fig.1 .Then if the DCT coefficients' scanned orders are in the range [2, 10] ,they belong to low frequency band; if in the range [11, 36] ,they belong to middle frequency band; if in the range [37,64] ,they belong to high frequency band. 64  63  59  58  50  49  37  36   62  60  57  51  48  38  35  22   61  56  52  47  39  34  23  21   55  53  46  40  33  24  20  11   54  45  41  32  25  19  12  10   44  42  31  26  18  13  9  4   43  30  27  17  14  8  5  3   29  28  16  15  7  6  2  1 Fig.1 Zigzag scan order As is described in Section 2, the bits extracted from the middle-frequency and high-frequency DCT coefficients are assigned with higher distortion than that from the low-frequency coefficients. After embedding information using the Syndrome-Trellis Codes, the embedding changes are constrained in low-frequency or middle-frequency coefficients as far as possible. So the proposed method would incur smaller distortion and statistical detectability than JSTC.
Experimental results
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, some experiments have been conducted. In the experiments, the proposed method is compared with the JSTC method and Jsteg , F5 , MB in three aspects: the ability of anti-steganalysis, capacity, and the stego image quality. It is noted that we set the embedding parameter 2 = k that could achieve the best performance in both the propose method and JSTC [9] .
(1) Analysis of anti-steganalysis ability We select 1000 compressed JPEG images (with quality factor 75) from the BOSS image set [11] as cover images. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is chosen as the classifier, and the steganalysis feature described in reference [7] (denoted by PF274), which is one of the best features for current blind steganalysis, is chosen to evaluate the security of the five methods. We choose the detection accuracy P to evaluate the ability of anti-steganalysis, which is defined as follows:
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Where 0 X and 1 X represent known cover images and stego image respectively, 0 Y and 1 Y represent the classified cover images and stego image by the classifier, ) | (
denotes the probability of false alarm and ) | ( 1 0 X Y P P miss = denotes the probability of missed detection. Here P being close to 0.5 indicates nearly undetectable, while being close to 1 indicates detectable.
From 1000 images, we randomly choose 600 images and their corresponding stego images for training, the rest 400 images and their corresponding stego images for testing. From Table 1 , we can see that at the same embedding rate, the detection accuracy of the proposed method is the lowest. Especially when the embedding rate is equal to 0.1, the detection accuracy for the proposed method is close to 0.5, which means nearly undetectable. So the proposed method has stronger ability of anti-steganalysis than the other four methods.
(2) Analysis of capacity and the stego image quality Four standard 512 512 × gray JPEG images with different texture complexity: Lena, Airplane, Baboon, Peppers, each with the quality factor 80, are taken as the test images. Recent results from steganalysis suggest that secure payload for digital image steganography is always far below 0.5, so we determine to compare the stego image quality when the embedding rate is equal to 0.5 for the five steganographic methods. From Table 2 , we can see that, due to excluding the DC coefficients, the capacity of the proposed method declines with a certain degree in comparison with JSTC. But for the images with high texture complexity (e.g. baboon), the proposed method can also achieve high capacity. Table 2 shows that all of the five steganographic methods could obtain good stego image quality when the embedding rate is equal to 0.5.Meanwhile, we can see that the stego images of the proposed method have nearly the same visual quality as that of JSTC.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the analysis of JSTC, we propose an improved JPEG steganographic method in combination with Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale. Different from JSTC, the proposed method excludes the DC coefficients from usable coefficients for information embedding to decrease the blockness. Besides , by using Syndrome-Trellis Codes with Wetness-Scale, the proposed method endeavors to constrain the DCT coefficient changes in low-frequency and middle-frequency coefficients ,which further minimizes the embedding impact .The experimental results shows that the proposed method could achieve higher security than the JSTC method and Jsteg , F5, MB .
